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Telling your story 

Here’s what social can do for your 
brand in 60 seconds, even if your 
audience only have 8. 

Social audience attention span is widely regarded to be 8 
seconds - unless you stop them scrolling.



Real Experiences
Sparking Interest through Social

Let others be your storytellers. Micro-
influencers carry an authentic voice 
when telling your story to their audience 
in a style which is convincing and more 
trusted than a brand’s message. 

@thefoodguidelondon_ Content created by a London-
based micro-influencer, who tries the best restaurants 
and pubs in the city. The videos are punchy, fun and 
genuine and they work perfectly within TikTok and Reels, 
where there are just a few seconds to get the attention 
of people.



Raw Ingredients
Sparking Interest through Social

Be playful with social to put a 
lens on what lies at the core 
of your business. 

At Noma hand-picked ingredients are multi-
sensory, raw, textured messy and beautiful.



Pro Tips & Tricks
Sparking Interest through Social

Providing life hacks with pro hacks, 
using reels to offer quick 
explainers, tips and tricks. 

@wastefreeplanet is one of the numerous profiles 
that encourage people to be more sustainable by 
providing eco-friendly alternatives and solutions to 
everyday life. In the short videos, they manage to 
educate the audience; this works with consumers, 
who feel enriched by something new they learnt in 
a few seconds spent on social media.



Craft
Sparking Interest through Social

The lockdown #withme movement speaks to 
a generation of social creators and crafters. 
 
Share the love and your skills your business 
for extra engagement. 

@linebaughstudios is a micro business in Utah. During the 
pandemic, artists and artisans had to build a digital presence for 
themselves if they wanted to survive through the lockdowns. By 
showing skills and creativity on camera, simple content can 
bring consumers behind the scenes, and capture the attention 
by showing how beautiful and unique pieces are made. This can 
work for any type of creator and artist. 



Short. Sharp. Sweet.
Sparking Interest through Social

Quick video cuts, step-by-step 
tutorials, and amazingly tantalising 
results provide a successful 
ingredient every time. 

@poppy_cooks is a young chef. Social media are also 
the place for young new talents to showcase their 
work. Quick and easy recipe videos are such a 
blessing for the new generations of watchers and this 
way of putting together an “how-to” video works 
amazingly because it’s quick, punchy, fun, usually with 
pop music as an ad-on.



On Point.
Sparking Interest through Social

The key to being a strong digital 
brand is absolute consistency in 
matching content with brand tone 
of voice every time. 

AirFrance reinforces it’s brand identity through 
each piece of content as the flag bearer which 
‘Symbolises France’.



Co-Create
Sparking Interest through Social

A living brand is one which 
is real. Involving customers, 
partners and followers is an 
amazing way to build a 
community.   

Gasoline Grill in Copenhagen offers a 
meal for every repost to incentivise 
social sharing, whilst collaborations 
widen their reach and social clout.



Collaborate
Sparking Interest through Social

Can tourism really be put in 
a box? Brand collaborations 
take you to new markets, 
widen your reach and 
diversify your offer. 

Simpson Wine Estate and Noble Isle 
find the perfect brand match for a wine 
inspired cosmetics range.



Starting a relationship 

Swipe right - you’ve made a connection. Pass 
60 seconds and anything goes. Here’s how 
long-form content can take your relationship 
to the next level. Maybe even 30 minutes. 

Long-form content is on the rise, with changes in how we consume 
media there’s plenty of space to compete with on-demand digital 
content.



Multi-Sensory Content
Meaningful Digital Engagement

ASMR offers you the opportunity to 
create an intimate connection with 
your guests, creating intrigue, 
curiosity and engagement.

Soundscapes for Wellbeing is a collaboration 
involving teams right across the BBC, offering 

imaginative ways for audiences at home to 
immerse themselves in the natural world - 

something we all need right now.
— Rebecca Sandiford



Serialised Content
Meaningful Digital Engagement

Serialised content allows you to 
build interest, depth and perspective. 
 
Every business, experience and 
destination has many nuances. A 
series can tell a particular story, such 
as ‘how we came through COVID’ or 
‘how we’re pivoting to become more 
sustainable’ whilst engaging others 
around the business.



Subject Matter Authority
Meaningful Digital Engagement

Changing media habits allow any 
brand to establish subject matter 
authority and build audience numbers 
simply by offering a relevant voice. 

Visit Philadelphia launched the Love + Grit 
Podcast to tell an authentic story about the city’s 
diversity and support the city’s black owned 
businesses in the wake of the murder of George 
Floyd and the black lives matter movement.



Augmenting Real Experiences
Meaningful Digital Engagement

Content, digital and geo-located 
content can transition audiences 
from digital discovery to digitally 
augmented visitor experiences.



Now things are getting real 

18 months locked-up online has undoubtedly 
changed us. Digital, virtual, remote and hybrid - 
these are buzzwords but some are real trends. Is 
the pandemic over yet? Are some of these habits 
likely to stick? 

In truth, nobody can accurately predict the ‘post pandemic consumer’ but a good 
guess based on trends, consumer behaviour and booking demand suggests the 
digital transformation we all underwent will stick with us - at least the bits we like.



Remote Experiences
Getting Real with Digital

Did you pay £5 for a video 
call with this Goat? (be honest…) 
 
An absurd pandemic idea 
which might just stick. What a 
great opportunity for 
content, brand engagement 
and even digital PR. 

Virtual pandemic ‘ideas’ might 
represent new business 
revenue models or perhaps 
just amazing PR.



Augmented Experiences
Getting Real with Digital

When artist Gordon Cheung turned 
the terrace at A. Wong in Pimlico 
into an AR immersive experience 
they created an new reasons to 
visit and transformed the restaurant 
facade into an augmented reality 
experience. 
 
Ideas and investment can come 
from anywhere, in this case an artist 
and sponsor, Rémy Martin.



Playful Experiences
Getting Real with Digital

Secret City Trails have for many years 
created ‘gamified’ digital escape 
room style trivia games in cityscapes. 
 
These turned remote in the pandemic 
and now represent an incredible tool 
for businesses and destinations to 
leverage to create playful discovery 
as part of an augmented digital 
visitor experience.



Participatory Experiences

Immersive technology offers 
infinite possibilities to 
create playful interactions 
in the environment around 
our business. 

Here an interactive audio-
visual installation monitors 
sound types and levels, 
playing them onto a zebra 
crossing as illuminated 
displays as part of 
Eindhoven’s Glow Festival.

Getting Real with Digital



Finding our forever home 

If commitment is on the cards then we need to know 
where this is headed. At the moment, forecasts for the 
planet are pretty bad. Maybe we can commit to doing 
something about it. By becoming more sustainable and 
using ‘the power of digital’. Maybe we can create a tribe 
of empowered citizens and purpose-driven guests. 

Did you know? Whilst a digital presence might have been your competitive edge in the last 
twenty years, purpose and sustainability will set you apart in the next twenty years. 
Combine the two and you have your magic mix.



Sense of Place
Digital Purpose & Transparency

Hæckels is based in Margate, Kent. They’re a 
cosmetic businesses which sources everything 
from the coastline and ocean. They’re not a 
tourism business but they are inherently linked to 
the landscape.  

Their success and story is about a sense of 
place, belonging and community. Incredible 
storytellers, from inspirationally rich content 
about the landscape to a relevant voice on social 
sharing ideas on everything from urban 
regeneration to COP26 and climate. 
 
Oh, they also make bold commitments to 
regenerative practices, such as 1% for the planet.



Sense of Purpose
Digital Purpose & Transparency

Process transformation can go 
as far as service reinvention. 
Digital word of mouth can be 
your friend when you stand for 
something or set yourself apart.



Sense of Empowerment
Digital Purpose & Transparency

Digital gives us a platform to go much 
further than ‘brand values’. Digitally 
competitive brands use their 
platform for commercial activism.



Sense of Transformation
Digital Purpose & Transparency

Increasingly socially engaged 
digital consumers expect and seek 
brands which align with their 
values. Use this platform to tell a 
story about the process 
transformation behind the business.



Sense of Responsibility
The Changing Consumer

It’s easy to hit ‘post’. 

It can be harder to 
retract. 

Greenwashing, empty 
commitments or 
unresisting claims can 
also harm a brand.



Sense of Commitment
The Changing Consumer

Digital means transparency.  Leverage 
data within your business to measure 
impact, monitor change, communicate 
value creation and offer absolute 
transparency. 

Being resolutely digitally transparent 
offers you a competitive edge.



A bun in the oven 

If you’re a tourism business which has mastered the 
art of digital, why not try your hand a becoming a 
digital business and mastering the art of tourism? 
Disruption is always on the horizon. Who says we can’t 
be the ones to disrupt, by giving birth to new ideas? 

The best way to remain competitive is to keep on evolving. Innovation methods can be 
integrated into any business, the key is to remain curious, don’t be afraid to take risks 
and test ideas through pilots, where you can test, learn and iterate (screw up).



Testing Concepts
Reborn Digital

Social platforms offer us the 
opportunity to try new concepts, 
put ideas out there, do something 
daring or different and respond to 
demand for different - not 
competing for sameness.



Shifting Needs
Reborn Digital

Are we offering rooms or experiences? 
Our digital identity allows us to re-imagine 
the fundamentals of our business.



Reborn Digital
Reborn Digital

When times are tough, never forget the 
value of ‘restless reinvention’. At 
dishpatch, when restaurants closed a 
new digital food commerce business 
was born. The rest, is history.



Digital Commerciality
Reborn Digital

Digital gives opportunities to go 
beyond ‘footfall’ and establish long-
term revenue streams building 
resilience and a business model built 
on digital experiences and loyalty. 



Digital Product
Reborn Digital

There’s a lot to be said for digital collaboration. Another 
pandemic born digital business, Chuffed Gifts pivoted 
from tour operator to the experience business, pulling 
together competitors to offer a new experience 
marketplace online.



Digital Loyalty
Reborn Digital

Lastly, whilst reinvention is for the taking, there’s a lot to 
be said for simply leveraging each opportunity in digital 
to enhance your brand, customer relationships, loyalty, 
experiences and appeal. 
 
This is simply about taking a digitally holistic approach.



Thanks for your attention.
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